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Summary

Genome wide association studies using sequence-resolution data potentially allow mapping of
causal variants directly, though such variants may still be difficult to discern from non-
functional, equivalently associated variants in strong or perfect linkage disequilibrium.
Further, conducting association analyses with millions of sequence variants presents
computational challenges, particularly for resource intensive Bayesian approaches. To attempt
to reduce the causative variant search space and conduct computationally feasible, Bayesian
genome-wide association analyses with sequence-derived variant sets, we used an annotation-
based filtering approach to focus only on high-priority protein-coding variants. We annotated
whole genome sequence data with RefSeq and Ensembl gene models, and then identified all
candidate non-synonymous and non-sense variants. We then verified the validity of transcript
annotations for these variants by examining RNA-seq data from various tissues, resulting in a
set of 55,935 protein-coding variants. BayesB association mapping was performed with priors
determined in BayesCPi for eight milk production phenotypes. Quantitative trait loci (QTL)
for known causal variants were detected (BTA 6, 14 and 20), as well as a number of
uncharacterized loci (BTA 3, 12, 14, 15, 29). We herein report the top 10 QTL for milk
protein percent and pleiotropic effects in a variety of milk production traits.
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Introduction

One of the aims of whole genome sequencing (WGS) is to support variant discovery for
genetic mapping studies. Given a reference population of sufficient size, WGS may further
permit the imputation of sequence-resolution genotypes into a large population, providing the
ultimate resolution for genetic mapping of causal mutations (Druet et al., 2014). However,
when using conventional GWAS methods, testing many millions of variants carries a
substantial multiple testing burden and can result in biased associations due to population
stratification (Fernando and Garrick, 2013). These issues can be partly overcome by
implementing approaches that address population stratification such as Bayesian association
methods (Toosi et al., 2010), however, the computational challenges presented in testing



millions of variants may make the application infeasible. Further, high density genotypes can
complicate the detection of top effect variants as functional and non-functional variants,
which are similarly associated due to linkage disequilibrium, may be fit simultaneously,
dividing the effect (Garrick and Fernando, 2013).

Linkage commonly creates a problem for precise mapping studies, especially when
sample sizes are small or there is limited haplotype heterogeneity in the population. To
discern between equally associated variants, an interpretation of biological impact can aid
candidate selection when possible (Cooper and Shendure, 2011). As WGS provides an
extensive catalogue of the genetic variants present within the population, causal variants
should be represented, making it ideal for functional filtering.

In the current study, we aimed to reduce the causative variant search space and
conduct Bayesian genome-wide association analyses using a WGS derived variant set
enriched with protein-coding variants. This ‘exome’ sequence set comprised variants
previously identified as functional candidates for embryonic lethality in cattle (Charlier et al.,
2016), and an additional 53,264 sequence variants which were also identified to impact
protein coding genes. Using this combined set of 55,935 variants, we present the top 10 milk
protein percent QTL identified using Bayesian association mapping, revealing both
previously identified and novel loci impacting this and other traits.

Methods

Whole genome sequencing, RNA-sequencing, and animal populations have been previously
detailed elsewhere (Spelman et al., 2014; Littlejohn et al., 2016). In brief, ~20million
variants were called from the whole genome sequences of 496 Holstein Frisian, Jersey and
crossbred cattle. Approximately 69,000 New Zealand dairy cows from farms participating in
sire evaluation schemes had their genomes imputed to sequence using a scaffold of SNP-chip
genotypes in Beagle v4 (Browning and Browning, 2009). Animals with genotypes from
GeneSeek Genomic Profiler BeadChip, or the Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip were first
imputed to the Illumina BovineHD BeadChip variant set before sequence imputation.

Variant annotation was conducted using SnpEff, with gene structures from Ensembl’s
UMD3.1.84 and RefSeq’s UMD3.1.1 genome builds, and variant were extracting using
SnpSift, with variants requiring at least one variant class annotation from the following
categories’: 5 prime UTR truncation, inframe deletion/insertion, disruptive inframe
deletion/insertion, exon loss variant, frameshift variant, start lost, missense variant, splice
acceptor/donor/region variant, stop gained and stop lost
(http://snpeff.sourceforge.net(/SnipSift.html)). SAMtools (http://samtools.sourceforge.net),
and BEDtools (http://bedtools.readthedocs.io) were then used to extract and count reads
overlapping the variants’ positions in an RNA-seq BAM file consisting of lactating mammary
gland, liver and pituitary samples from NZ dairy cattle, lactating mammary gland and 10 fetal
tissues: liver, pituitary, cortex, hypothalamus, heart, muscle, skin, kidney and duodenum from
Belgian Blue cattle. A nominal read depth of 10x was required to deem transcripts as
‘expressed’, excluding reads with low mapping quality and mismatched mate pairs. Variants



with genotypes missing in more than 10% of samples were removed, as were animals missing
more than 10% of variants. Variants were also filtered to those with a minor allele frequency
>0.01%. Variant genotypes from WGS were then merged with GGPv3 genotypes, favouring
GGPv3 genotypes (i.e. directly typed rather than imputed from sequence genotypes),
resulting in 55,935 unique loci. A background of 16,047 variants from GGPv3 were also
added to the set, yielding 71,982 variants in total.

Association analysis

Association was conducted using protein, fat and lactose percent, protein, fat and lactose
yield, milk yield and somatic cell count phenotypes. To first estimate genetic and residual
variance priors and pi (Habier et al., 2011) for each of the traits, the 71,982 variants were
iteratively fitted 20,000 times in a BayesCPi model with 5,000 burn-in iterations. A BayesB
model was then run, with the predicted priors, for 50,000 iterations following 10,000 burn-in
iterations. The differences in animal numbers quoted per trait is the result of genotype and
phenotype quality control.

Results & Discussion

Filtering of whole genome sequence data to create an ‘exome’ sequence dataset

Using whole genome sequences from 496 NZ dairy animals, we previously identified protein-
coding variants predicted as deleterious, and added these as custom content on a SNP-array
genotyping chip (Charlier et al., 2016). Since these variants also make excellent candidates
for impacting other traits in an additive context, we aimed to examine their impact on
lactation traits. We also included an additional 53,264 variants from sequence that potentially
impact protein structure. As both sets were discovered from the same WGS, the majority of
sites (2,312) genotyped in the Charlier et al. (2016) study overlapped, however an additional
359 sites representing variants that were lost due to quality control parameters applied to
sequence were also present, having met quality thresholds when typed directly. This yielded
55,935 ‘functional’ variants, but to avoid inflation in effect sizes due to regions being gene
(and therefore marker) sparse, a background of 16,047 variants was added, providing 71,982
variants for use in association testing.

Table 1. Filtering summary

  Whole genome sequence Custom GGPv3
Total Variants 20,051,213 4,967
Target Variants (Refseq annotation) 86,341 3,504
Target Variants (Ensembl annotation) 71,626 3,625
Target Variants (Either annotation) 96,180 4,083
Expressed Variants 67,344 4,0831

Variants post Quality Control 55,576 2,671
The number of variants remaining after each step of filtering.
1GGPv3 variants were not checked for expression as they had been manually curated previously (Charlier et
al., 2016).



Bayesian Association Analysis

To reduce the number of sequence-derived variants to an appropriate size for Bayesian
analysis, and conduct associations where all variants are inherently more likely to be true, the
protein coding variants identified herein were run in BayesB analyses, after determining
priors in BayesCPi. The top ten variants for protein percent are presented in Table 2 with
absolute effect rankings for all traits, and effect sizes in Table 3.

In Table 2 and Table 3, QTL corresponding to previously known loci are seen. The
top effect SNP locus, Chr6:38027010, is the causal locus in ABCG2 (Cohen-Zinder et al.,
2005). The third SNP, Chr20:31909478, is the underlying mutation for the chromosome 20
QTL attributed to GHR (Blott et al., 2003). The fourth SNP, Chr14:1765055, is linked to the
DGAT1 locus Chr14:1802265-1802266(Grisart et al., 2002), though Chr14:1802265 was
present in this window. The tenth effect QTL has also been previously reported (Koczan et
al., 1993) and attributed to a CSN1S1 promotor variant, the same gene containing the
Chr6:87157909 variant. We also observed many novel loci, Chr14:66328304,
Chr15:54184370, Chr29:41836992, Chr25:28574809, Chr3:15657861 and Chr12:72508366,
all with top 1000 effects in at least two other milk composition traits.

As sequence was filtered to remove non-coding variants, the coding variants
highlighted may be tagging effects underpinned by regulatory mutations. As such, future
work will attempt to fine map these regions with full resolution WGS data, to look at the
relative rankings of the identified candidates.

Summary

Here we present a GWAS of milk production traits using sequence-derived variants enriched
for protein-coding consequences. These analyses revealed a number of known causal loci and
present additional candidate variants for further investigation. These analyses will include
targeting the implicated loci for direct genotyping and fine mapping studies, and ultimately,
testing the predictive utility of these for genomic prediction of lactation traits.
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Table 2. Top 10 variants for milk protein percent by effect size.

Marker ID
Reference
Allele

Alternative
Allele

Minor
Allele

Frequency

Genotyping
Platform

Variant Effect Rank

Protein
Percent

Fat
Percent

Lactose
Percent

Protein
Yield

Fat
Yield

Lactose
Yield

Milk
Volume

Somatic
Cell
Count

Chr6_38027010 A C 0.00636 GGPv3 1 2 1 13976 184 6097 1 2346

Chr14_66328304 C T 0.007702 Imputed 2 3 11 17269 8259 1 5 175

Chr20_31909478 A T 0.05546 GGPv3 3 4 6 3005 14 5 6 149

Chr14_1765055 C T 0.4027 Imputed 4 1 8823 7 3 6 2 102

Chr15_54184370 T C 0.1167 Imputed 5 8 774 33685 56194 24 13 21992

Chr29_41836992 T TG 0.0919 GGPv3 6 16 38120 17356 10755 220 795 292

Chr25_28574809 G C 0.02431 GGPv3 7 259 3829 11019 25288 25298 19602 65207

Chr3_15657861 C T 0.006382 Imputed 8 488 4 362 1066 28523 8017 23874

Chr12_72508366 C T 0.0523 Imputed 9 10 27 15767 1928 583 4264 4

Chr6_87157909 G A 0.3097 Imputed 10 2050 49 1128 55512 1348 7038 13079
The chromosome and base pair position of the reference and alternate allele (UMD3.1) for variants with the top 10 effects in milk protein percent are shown. MAFs
are from WGS population n=497. Additional effect rankings for other milk production traits are shown, out of 71,982 variants. Animal number per trait varies with
protein percent = 68941, fat percent = 68942, lactose percent = 55500, protein yield= 68941, fat yield = 68817, lactose yield = 55939, milk yield = 68821 and SCC =
68558.



Table 3. Effects on milk production traits for the Top 10 protein percent variants.

Marker ID

Protein Percent Effect   Fat Percent Effect   Additional Effect Sizes (Top 1000)

Effect Size
Effect
Variance

 
Effect
Size

Effect
Variance

 
Lactose
Percent

Protein
Yield

Fat Yield
Lactose
Yield

Milk
Volume

Somatic
Cell Count

Chr6_38027010 -0.203 0.0139419   -0.309 0.0323633   -0.327   -0.001556   0.766  

Chr14_66328304 -0.115 0.00447935   -0.154 0.0084395   0.0178     0.02354 0.317 -0.00831

Chr20_31909478 -0.0904 0.00279402   -0.131 0.0061276   0.0205   -0.006531 0.01657 0.255 -0.0096

Chr14_1765055 -0.0885 0.0026781   -0.328 0.0365271     0.00597 -0.01611 0.01453 0.72 -0.0134

Chr15_54184370 -0.053 0.00100445   -0.0755 0.0023197   0.00144     0.00633 0.1  

Chr29_41836992 -0.0502 0.00091317   -0.0556 0.0014611         0.00158 0.0102 -0.00519

Chr25_28574809 0.0499 0.00091265   0.0123 0.0003044              

Chr3_15657861 -0.046 0.00080698   -0.00754 0.0002016   0.0294 -0.0005        

Chr12_72508366 0.0441 0.00071113   0.0659 0.0018901   -0.0132     -0.00051   0.0644

Chr6_87157909 0.0425 0.00067374     -0.00959          
Effect sizes and variances for protein and fat percentage with additional effect sizes indicated when the variant is within the top 1000 effects for that trait.


